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US TAXPAYER NOMINEE TODD SCHLEIGER MAKES HISTORY
CHECKTODD.com
LAKE ORION, MICHIGAN— August 11, 2018 — US Taxpayer Nominee for Governor,
Todd Schleiger, becomes a historic part of Michigan’s rich history as the very first true Independent
Candidate on the ballot for the states highest elected office. Schleiger modestly noted, “I am not
running to make a historical statement, I am running to take Michigan into a new era and breathe
new life into a broken system!” The Schleiger Campaign started in 2015 and he was the first to
officially announce his candidacy. He has visited every corner of the state while on his COMMON
SENSE TOUR. Todd admits, there are skeptics as to the ability of an Independent to win the seat,
“In three years I never said, ‘if I win’, it’s always been WHEN I WIN!” I have been fortunate to have a
staff that believes in me and have been supporting me since we organized. Schleiger praised, “with
how things have grown, and without a real source of income, my team has volunteered their precious
time and have supported me every step of the way. Their energy keeps me energized!”
Unveiling his stances and well thought solutions for his campaign:
The Status Quo has done so much damage to our government with constant division. Todd’s position
was reflected when he said, “Both Parties are broken! They are supremely intent on dividing me and
my friends to serve their selfish agendas. I am the ONLY CANDIDATE that wants to unite all of
Michigan for the better.”
SAY NO TO THE STATUS QUO
The Schleiger/Lackie ticket, is not a member of the political past, aside from being a historic
movement, this team shows the US Taxpayer Party sees a future where every day, “Status Quo”
government is a thing of the past. Todd is endorsed by these Independent Parties: Michigan Natural
Law Party, The Modern Whig Party and civic groups such as The Education Watchdogs, Protect Out
Stolen Treasures, Featured on the Michigan Norml Website and Hippies for the Homeless.
For more information on US Taxpayers Party Gubernatorial Candidate Todd Schleiger:
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